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After some research and testing, we have come
up with a list of the top ten best free anti-

malware programs that you should install on your
computer to help you keep your computer
protected. Each program was tested using a
variety of scanners and real-world malware

samples. All programs are capable of detecting
and removing Trojans, rootkits, keyloggers,
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viruses, worms, spyware, and other malware. In
addition, they also block phishing URLs and
trojans. As a result, these programs will clean

your computer of unwanted threats in just a few
clicks, and you’ll be able to free up more hard

drive space and increase your computer’s speed.
To help you make an informed decision, we’ve

put together a brief description of each of the ten
programs below. All you need to do is to click on
the name of the program to the right to access its
website. However, we cannot guarantee that this

will help you keep your computer safe. To
prevent you from installing harmful programs on

your computer, we recommend that you
download Softpedia’s Windows Control Panel,
which will help you remove programs installed

without your consent. Cyber Cleaner Cyber
Cleaner is an anti-malware application that will
protect your computer against Trojans, spyware,

keyloggers, rootkits, and other malware. It
includes a special Hotfix Scanner that detects

and removes dangerous bugs and vulnerabilities.
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It protects you against spam, hoaxes, and
phishing attacks. Cyber Cleaner comes with

more than 500,000 updated definitions that allow
the app to remove all types of malware on your

PC. Advisor Advisor is an application that
monitors all the activities on your computer to

ensure that nothing bad takes place while you’re
online. It will help you to block threats and
disable programs that you don’t need or use.

Advisor also includes a built-in antivirus
application that will protect you against viruses,

Trojans, spyware, and other malware. In
addition, it also allows you to remove toolbars,

unwanted software, and other malicious
programs. Advisor will identify and remove

malware when it tries to disable system
functions, such as Internet Explorer and

Windows Media Player. Kaspersky Anti-virus
Kaspersky Anti-virus is an award-winning

antivirus application that will help you protect
your computer against Trojans, spyware
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● Full text to text conversion ● Natively
supports over 200 different text formats ● Text
selection and Copy/Paste function ● Rich text

selection ● High-quality text search ● Text auto-
detection ● Auto-detection of text and word
positioning ● Works with multiple text or

documents ● Auto-adjust text size and font ●
Autodetection of text and text positioning ●

Works with multiple text or documents ●
Automatically detect document content ●

Automatically detects date and time ● Text and
date format auto-detection ● Edit text and right-
click menu ● Document-based auto-detection ●
Works with multiple documents ● Works with

different file types ● Works with multiple
formats ● Works with multiple languages ●

Works with RTF and DOC files ● Works with
DOCX files ● Works with Word files ● Works

with PDF files ● Works with HTML files ●
Works with ePub files ● Works with VCF files
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● Works with XPS files ● Works with CSV
files ● Works with Excel files ● Works with
image files ● Works with ZIP files ● Works
with DOC files ● Works with DOCX files ●

Works with RTF files ● Works with TXT files
● Works with TXM files ● Works with PPT

files ● Works with PPS files ● Works with DIV
files ● Works with SGML files ● Works with

HTML files ● Works with HTML5 files ●
Works with GIF files ● Works with JPG files ●
Works with XLS files ● Works with XLSX files
● Works with XML files ● Works with EPUB

files ● Works with CSV files ● Works with
MHTML files ● Works with MKV files ●

Works with M4V files ● Works with MP4 files
● Works with MPEG files ● Works with JPG

and GIF files ● Works with MP3 files ● Works
with JPEG files ● Works with PNG files ●

Works with TIF files ● Works with TGA files
● Works with PICT files ● Works with PCX
files ● Works with BMP files ● Works with
SVG files ● Works with SST files ● Works
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with SWF files ● Works with MP4, MPEG,
JPG, and GIF files ● Works with JPEG and

PNG files ● Works with text and date format
detection 1d6a3396d6
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- Lively tool for converting rich formatting text
into plain text. - Lively tool for converting rich
formatting text into plain text. - It converts text
to plain text, with all information preserved,
including bold, underlined, italicized, etc. -
"Lively" tool for converting rich formatting text
into plain text, with all information preserved. -
Lively tool for converting rich formatting text
into plain text. - It converts text to plain text,
with all information preserved, including bold,
underlined, italicized, etc. - "Lively" tool for
converting rich formatting text into plain text. -
It converts text to plain text, with all information
preserved, including bold, underlined, italicized,
etc. - "Lively" tool for converting rich formatting
text into plain text. - It converts text to plain text,
with all information preserved, including bold,
underlined, italicized, etc. - "Lively" tool for
converting rich formatting text into plain text. -
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It converts text to plain text, with all information
preserved, including bold, underlined, italicized,
etc. - "Lively" tool for converting rich formatting
text into plain text. - It converts text to plain text,
with all information preserved, including bold,
underlined, italicized, etc. - "Lively" tool for
converting rich formatting text into plain text. -
It converts text to plain text, with all information
preserved, including bold, underlined, italicized,
etc. - "Lively" tool for converting rich formatting
text into plain text. - It converts text to plain text,
with all information preserved, including bold,
underlined, italicized, etc. - "Lively" tool for
converting rich formatting text into plain text. -
It converts text to plain text, with all information
preserved, including bold, underlined, italicized,
etc. - "Lively" tool for converting rich formatting
text into plain text. - It converts text to plain text,
with all information preserved, including bold,
underlined, italicized, etc. - "Lively" tool for
converting rich formatting text into plain text. -
It converts text to plain text, with all information
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preserved, including bold, underlined, italicized,
etc. - "Lively" tool for converting rich formatting
text into plain text. - It converts

What's New in the PureText?

PureText is a lightweight Windows application
whose purpose is to help you convert rich
formatting text to plain text. Since this is a
portable program, it is important to mention that
it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows
Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive
or other devices, and take it with you whenever
you to need to perform conversion operations on
the breeze, without having to go through
installation steps. PureText sports a clean and
straightforward layout that lets you configure the
dedicated parameters with minimum effort. It
runs quietly in the system tray until called upon
when it reveals only a few configuration settings.
The tool gives you the possibility to carry out the
conversion operation by simply selecting the text
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and copy it to the clipboard. You need to click
on the PureText tray icon and then paste the
clipboard content in any third-party utility. The
pasted text is automatically converted to plain
text. One of the best features included in this
program enables you to assign a hotkey to be
used to activate PureText and convert the
clipboard content on the breeze. You are allowed
to select the hotkey from a drop-down menu,
make the app automatically paste the converted
text into the currently selected window, play
sound notifications, and run the utility at
Windows startup. During our testing, we have
noticed that PureText accomplishes a task very
quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the
entire process. It leaves a minimal footprint on
system resources, so the overall performance is
not affected. All in all, PureText seems to be the
right choice in case you are looking for a simple-
to-use application that bundles only a few
parameters for helping you convert rich
formatting text. Homepage: Warranty: 30 days,
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Money Back Guarantee Warranty The original
documents are not provided with the purchase.
Program Features: You can configure the tool so
that it automatically pastes the converted text
into any of the active windows. The last saved
file is always opened and becomes active. You
can select the hotkey from a drop-down menu
and assign a unique key combination to be used
to convert the selected text to plain text on the
breeze. The shortcut can be changed at any time.
When PureText is run for the first time, its tray
icon is hidden from sight, and an optional startup
sound is played. Hotkeys 1. Press and hold
ALT+A and move the cursor anywhere on the
screen. The hotkeys on the list will change their
order. 2. Press the hotkey to access its hotkey
shortcut. The list is displayed with the hotkey at
the top. 3. Press ALT+C. The regular list is
displayed with the hotkey at the top. 4. Press
CTRL+C. The advanced list is displayed with
the hotkey at the top. 5. Press
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 or
newer Processor: Intel Pentium 4 1.8GHz or
newer Memory: 512MB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9.0c compatible video card DirectX:
Version 9.0c compatible video card Hard Drive:
10GB of available space Network: Broadband
Internet connection Sound Card: Microsoft
Sound System compatible Recommended: OS:
Windows Vista Processor: Intel Pentium 4
2.4GHz or newer Memory: 1GB
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